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For more than 70 years, fantasy fans have followed the exploits of Conan through novels, comic

books, and movies. This book, the first-ever illustrated guide to Robert E. Howard's most beloved

character, is a genuine treasure chest of Conan lore, following Conan through the ages, through his

different careers, as he meets friends and foes and travels across the Hyborian continent. Includes

a foreword by Todd McFarlane. Created in full cooperation with Conan Properties International,

LLC. Features character profiles, maps, art from original paperbacks, comic books, video games,

and more.  "Conan of Cimmeria remains as vital today as he did when he first emerged from the

pages of Weird Tales three quarters of a century ago to trample the jeweled crowns of earth under

his sandaled feet. This gorgeous new volume, lavishly and beautifully illustrated, is a testament to

his enduring popularity, a treasure for fans of Robert E. Howard, and a splendid introduction to the

Hyborian Age for new readers. If you don't know Conan, you don't know fantasy." --GEORGE R.R.

MARTIN, author of #1 New York Times bestseller A Feast for Crows  "Robert E. Howard dreamed

Conan the Cimmerian for himself, and set him free to roam the world of his own Hyborian soul; but

first in his years at Marvel Comics and now with this encyclopedic culmination, Roy Thomas

dreamed him for all of us, and made that world come vividly to life within our own." --MICHAEL

CHABON, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay and

Wonder Boys  "No one has done more to popularize Robert E. Howard's Conan the Barbarian than

Roy Thomas, whose thrilling stories and brilliant editing propelled the world's favorite barbarian to

the list of Marvel Comics' best-sellers for more than a decade. And now Roy has brought his

knowledge and skills to bear in this ultimate guide, a fan's dream come true." --STAN LEE, creator

of The Amazing Spider-Man and The Fantastic Four
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Given that Lin Carter and L. Sprague de Camp have both passed on, there could be no better

author for "Conan: The Ultimate Guide to the World's Most Savage Barbarian" than Roy Thomas.

When Lancer published its Conan paperbacks in the 1960s, usually with some of the best cover art

Frank Frazetta every produced, Carter and de Camp had completed several of Robert E. Howard's

unfinished stories, turned some other Howard stories into Conan tales, and came up with some new

ones to fill in Conan's life, all arranged in chronological order. In 1970 Conan successfully

negotiated with Howard's estate to start Marvel's "Conan the Barbarian" comic book. Thomas would

end up writing more than 200 issues of "Conan the Barbarian," "Savage Sword of Conan," and

"King Conan" comic books and graphic novels, two years of a Conan newspaper strip, a couple of

record albums, and several television cartoons, as well s being a paid consultant on the "Conan the

Barbarian" movie and co-writer of the first five drafts of its sequel, "Conan the Destroyer." Just for

Marvel alone Thomas adapted every single Conan story Howard wrote and ended up turning more

Howard non-Conan stories into Conan stories.This book is commemorating the centennial of

Howard's birth in 1906, which is as good of a reason as any to justify putting this book together.

I hate to be the naysayer in the lot because this book is, for the most part, beautiful to look at.

However, this is not for the serious reader of Robert Howard's Conan. From an artistic perspective

I'm glad to see this book, but there are some considerable exceptions which keep me from

endorsing it. There is a lot of representation from comic books, which is fine but there are a

considerable amount of images missing, and too many from both old and recently reprinted art that

is below the quality a book like this one should require. There is a lot of Cary Nord's artwork from

the current Dark Horse series. While I like his work it seems to pad the book out more than it is

highlighting the subject. There are reprints of some very nice Barry Windsor Smith art, which is

unfortunately culled from the recent Dark Horse reprints featuring horrendous new digital color

(some obscures Barry's original linework so badly as to blot it out entirely with garrish results). What

is missing are the stellar talents of artists like Michael Kaluta (he did stunning cover art for the

comics and the magazine), more Gil Kane, Val Mayerick, more Neal Adams (again, a vivid cover

artist for the magazine line), the weird and wonderful pin-ups and illustrations done by Armando Gil

and countless others. Instead we get a lot of the current artist and old John Buscema who, while a



decent to sometimes great Conan artist he is not represeented well in these pages since his bread

and butter pages, proofed from newsprint pages, make up the vast majority of his work. He did

better work, particularly when he inked his own pencils.On the plus side, the recent illustrations from

the new Del Rey editions are also presented here.
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